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Background  
 
David Perry attended the Cannock Chase Council - Scrutiny Committee in February 2009 
to give a briefing on car parking at Cannock and Stafford Hospitals. Further information 
was requested at the meeting, which included; 
 
(i)  Details of the concessions schemes that exist for both patients and visitors, including 
details of how the schemes are publicised and how they operate in practice. 
(ii) Details of the arrangements for disabled car parking. 
(iii) Details of the levels of income and running costs for each car park. 
 
 
 
Response  
 
(i) Concessions 
 
Concessions schemes are in place to support visitors of long stay patients and patients 
who are required to attend hospital appointments frequently i.e. those attending for 
chemotherapy and dialysis etc.  This is communicated to patients via staff and within 
ward/department information booklets and other literature.   Posters are also displayed in 
certain areas explaining that concessions are available. 
  
Ward Sisters also have the discretion to authorise reduced rates for patients/relatives with 
exceptional circumstances. 
  
Information is also available on the Trusts Public Website as follows. 
 
Visitors to Longer Stay Patients 
 
Visitors to carers of longer stay patients, generally those who are seriously ill and/or are 
staying more than five days may obtain a discounted permit at £15.00 for seven days.  
This enables parking in patient and visitor car parks (not staff car parks).  There are no 
restrictions on the number of hours or occasions on which it may be used. This payment is 
non refundable if the patient is discharged sooner than the seven days. 
Ward staff must contact the car parking office to request issue of a permit.  The visitor 
must arrange to collect the permit from the office during normal working hours. 
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Only in exceptional circumstances will more than one permit be issued per patient being 
visited. The permit is transferable between cars and must be displayed prominently in the 
vehicle. 
 
Patients who are regular attendees
Patients who, by the nature of their condition and treatment, attend regularly over a long 
period of time will be considered for free permits, issued as above.  Examples are 
Haematology, Dialysis and Transplant patients.  Eligibility for a given group of patients will 
be determined sympathetically and with due regard to the potential cost of alternative 
arrangements. 
 
 
(ii) Disabled Car Parking 
 
Car parking spaces are provided for the disabled close to the hospital.  When those 
spaces are full disabled drives can use the visitors car parks free of charge.  Instructions 
for disabled drivers regarding free parking are printed on the entrance barriers to the car 
parks.  Also when entering the car parks there is an intercom system on the barrier, where 
visitors can speak to an operator and any concerns can be clarified.  
  
 
(iii) Income and Running Costs 
 
Income and costs for 2007/08 
  
Income   £512,000 
Expenditure  £333,000 
Balance  £179,000 
  
 
The Trust funded a number of projects relating to transport and security, these included in 
2007/08. 
  
£48,000 towards the 74/75 Bus 
£35,250 Upgrade of CCTV 
£44,000 for inter-site minibus 
 


